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Tax compliance in the media
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‘Panama Papers’ data leak puts 
spotlight of role of intermediaries 
under the spotlight

‘UK Parliament demands crackdown 
on image rights tax avoidance’

Many celebrities have been 
embroiled in film scheme tax 
disputes after accusations they were 
entered into for purely to avoid tax

1 2 3
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How did we get here?..
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HMRC under pressure to increase revenue 

Increased focus on tax avoidance and evasion 

Tax has always been a politically 
sensitive issue 

Media pressure on tax avoidance and evasion

Celebrities, politicians, sports starts and 
global corporations publically scrutinised 
for their tax affairs

Little sympathy for organisations guilty 
of facilitating tax evasion 

Reputational damage is difficult to shake off…
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Increased scrutiny, controls and disclosure requirements 
of tax authorities
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Criminal corporate offence/
New VAT penalty

Publication of tax strategyBase erosion and profits shifting 
(BEPS) agenda 

PwC
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BEPS
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2016 has seen even more tax 
anti avoidance measures 
introduced as well as a new 
criminal corporate offence for 
the facilitation of tax evasion.

The anti-avoidance measures 
via the so-called Based Erosion 
and Profits Shifting (or BEPS) 
agenda will increasingly impact 
the profitability of funds into 
which pension schemes invest 
by limiting debt reliefs.

As at the 24th of 
November 2016, more than 
100 jurisdictions have 
concluded negotiations on a 
multilateral instrument (MLI) 
that will swiftly implement 
a series of tax treaty measures 
to update international tax 
rules and lessen the 
opportunity for tax avoidance 
by multinational enterprises.

The new instrument will 
transpose results from the 
OECD/G20 BEPS Project 
into more than 2000 tax 
treaties worldwide.

PwC
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BEPS
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UK 
Beneficiaries 

EU 
Beneficiaries 

Onshore 
fund

Onshore 
fund

Investments Investments

UK 
Beneficiaries 

EU 
Beneficiaries 

Onshore 
fund

Onshore 
fund

U.S. Publicity 
Traded 

Investments

U.S. Private 
Equity 

Investments

LuxCo 1

Foreign Corporation
(U.K. LLP/TBD)

LuxCo 2

Foreign Corporation
(U.K. LLP/TBD)

UK 
Investment Trust

Action 6: Principle purpose test – Is the driver:

• Regulatory;

• Market preference;

• Consolidation; and

• Tax?

Increase substance or re-domicile.
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Criminal Corporate Offence (CCO)
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New criminal law for organisations who fail to put in 
place reasonable procedures to prevent their associated 
persons criminally facilitating tax evasion, both in the 
UK and overseas.

• Effective from 30 September 2017

• To be enforced by HMRC, SFO and FCA

• Potential penalties and impacts: 

- Unlimited financial penalties 

- Withdrawal of trading licenses 

- Deferred Prosecution Agreement

- Reputational damages 

Two 
offences

Failure to prevent 
the criminal 

facilitation of a UK 
tax evasion offence

Failure to prevent 
the criminal 
facilitation 

of an overseas 
tax offence
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Overview of CCO
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Stage

1
Criminal tax evasion by a taxpayer 
(individual or legal entity) under 
existing law.

Criminal facilitation of the tax evasion by 
an ‘associated person’ of a ‘relevant body’ 
who is acting in that capacity.

The relevant body failed to prevent its 
associated person from committing the 
criminal act.

Stage

2
Stage

3

Defence

Where the relevant body has put in place ‘reasonable prevention 
procedures’ to prevent the action at stage two, or where 
it is unreasonable to expect it to have such procedures.

• CCO is only triggered where fraudulent tax evasion is 
criminally facilitated by an associated person of a relevant body.

• Non-compliance, falling short of fraud will not trigger CCO.
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UK vs. Foreign tax evasion facilitation offence
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Failure to prevent the criminal facilitation 
of a UK tax evasion offence.

UK offence

Failure to prevent the criminal facilitation 
of an overseas tax offence.

Foreign offence

Relevant body does not have to be 
UK based and can be established under 
the law of another country.

Only relevant bodies with a UK nexus can 
commit the offence.

Associated person can perform the 
criminal facilitation in the UK or overseas.

Must be ‘dual criminality’ of tax evasion 
and facilitation: 

• Acts would be criminal if they took 
place in the UK. 

• Acts lawful in the UK cannot trigger 
CCO even if criminal overseas.
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Defence mechanism
Reasonable procedures
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A relevant body must have put in place reasonable procedures, in line with the risk profile of the organisation, to prevent the criminal 
facilitation of tax evasion by an associated person to have a defence. 

Reasonable prevention procedures: Guidance from HMRC

Proportionate procedures

Monitor and review

3

Top level commitment Risk assessment

Due diligence Communication

1 2

4 5 6
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Publication of tax strategy
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After the Panama Papers and the Malta Files, we have now seen the 
release of the Paradise Papers. 

Dubbed The Paradise Papers, the leak was obtained by German 
newspaper Suddeutsche Zeitung and shared with the International 
Consortium of Investigative Journalists. 

The Paradise Papers boast some 13.4 million leaked documents 
regarding two offshore services companies based in Bermuda and 
Singapore, along with 19 corporate registries (including Malta) in 
government-maintained jurisdictions which the ICIJ describe as 
‘waypoints in the global shadow economy’.

Trustees should now start to think about what they are investing in 
and WHY.

It is now the case that companies and partnerships need to publish 
their tax strategy if they have a turnover in excess of £200million, or 
a balance sheet in excess of £2bn. Trusts are outside of the rules, but 
partnerships and CIFs are IN. HoldCos below the pension scheme 
could also be IN.

There are clear reputational issue to consider here….

What you need to publish:

How you manage your tax risks (details on how you manage your 
risk, high level roles and responsibilities, information on systems 
and controls in place, details of oversight). 1
Your attitude to tax planning. (why you may seek external tax 
advice, the outline of your tax planning motives, the implications
of each to your tax strategy). 2
Your tax risks (does your internal governance processes have 
acceptable levels of risk?).

3
Your approach to working with HMRC (How you work with your 
CRM on current future and past tax matters, tax events, 
interpretation of the law). 4
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Fokus Bank – Background 
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Basis of Fokus Bank reclaims

• A lower rate of return is a disincentive for the non-resident 
pension fund compared to a resident pension fund.

• A UK pension fund would suffer a WHT charge and be unable to 
claim credit in the UK due its tax exempt status.

• The difference in treatment is a disincentive to using the EU
single market.

What is the benefit?

• The recovery of irrecoverable WHT on all years in scope in all EU 
markets there WHT has been suffered. 

Who can make claims?

• Institutional investors such as pension funds, life companies and 
investment funds.

• EU based pension funds have successfully filed claims and
received refunds.

• Non-UK/EU pension funds

Dividend payment from a DE Company to a UK
pension fund 

DE sourced dividend 100

DE domestic WHT – 26.375% (26.375)

Net dividend received 73.625

DTT WHT limit – 10%

DTT reclaim 16.375

Total received 90

Irrecoverable WHT 10

UK – Tax exempt 
portfolio investor 

DE – Tax exempt 
portfolio investor 

10 % WHT –
Net dividend 
received is €90

Dividend
paid €100

0 % WHT –
Net dividend 
received is €100

Simplified version

German company 
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Fokus Bank claims – WHT country summary 
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Country Claim period WHT status Current status

France 2016 30% reduced to 15%. No claim possible post 2010. 
For historic claims a UK PF has been successful in the
Conseil D’Etat and has received refunds of WHT.

Other schemes are now filing letters in 
respect of historic claims. Claims held,
but some recent success.

Germany 2014 26.375% reduced to 10%. Fokus Bank claims are viable. Claims held for UK schemes, but news 
received in respect of a Canadian 
scheme (case referred to ECJ for a 3rd

country ruling).

Other territories where claims have been made have had some success (e.g. Spain, Netherlands)
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Brexit and EU law claims
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Outbound claims Inbound claims

• In principle – minor impact.

• Potential challenges on comparability.

• Potential challenges on exchange of information.

• There are two scenarios for inbound claims:

1. No impact and claims for up-to exit and post whilst being 
finalised are still subject to EU law; or

2. Legislation is enacted to ‘block’ claims – different timings 
are possible.

• VAT – United Biscuits/Wheels.

Political developments will have a substantive effect on how claims move forward

Risk mitigation possibilities

• File outbound claims as soon as possible in order to have claims processed in overseas tax offices before negotiations start with EU 
member states.

• Refresh any inbound claims to ensure no limitation issues arise.
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DTT claims 
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DTT reclaims 

A number of DTT’s provide for pension funds to benefit from a 
reduced rate of tax – are you benefiting from this? 

Confirmation of residency of beneficiaries

• Taiwan 

• Switzerland; and 

• Australia 

Subject to tax clauses 

• Russia 

• Israel

• Portugal
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Problematic investment locations
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OECD definitions
Submissions to

the OECD

Taiwan

• Raised matter with HMRC

Philippines

• Raised matter with HMRC

Japan and Switzerland

CIF

USA: FIRPTA

• Lobby effort with IRS

• Raised matter with HMRC
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VAT – Has anything actually changed?
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• HMRC final guidance published in November 2017

• Some clarity now that we have final form guidance

• Endorsement of some of the previous guidance….

• … but not necessarily past practice

• End of the ‘light touch’ regime on 1 January 2018 – expecting 
more stringent enforcementa

• HMRC has confirmed to suppliers that the changes 
announced in R&CB 3(2017) will be postponed to April 2019
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Tripartite 
agreements allow 

employer to recover
45400

Supplier

Scheme

HoldCo

Employer
If includes admin and 
investment services, 
issue one invoice 45000

Tripartite use of HoldCo, 45430

Recharge generally plus VAT 
unless contribution link 45410

Administration charges not 
subject to VAT 45420

Oncharge plus VAT allows 
recovery 45420

50/50 recovery upon 
investment VAT 45420

• Admin/investment 
definitions 44700.

• Attribution 44750.

• Normal input tax rules 44600.

• If registered VAT on ongoing 
management of scheme is PF 
input tax 45200.

• Can VAT group subject to 
conditions 45200.

• VAT grouping consequences 45440.

• Input tax for funds 45510.

• Can recover VAT on administration and investment in 
certain circumstances 44650.

• Need contractual evidence and payment 44650.

• Set up of scheme and admin just need invoice.

• Investment cost needs contract invoice payment 44700.

• If employer is trustee, all the activity of the 
employer 44500.

• Paymaster arrangements 45500.

VAT – Has anything actually changed?
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A

M

E

P CM

S
Scheme Employer

Manager

Administrator

Pooled 
Investment 

Fund

Captive 
Investment  

Manager
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What can be done?
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A S E

M

S E

M

S E

M
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P

M
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M*

S

M

S E

A E

M

S

P

A S E

M

S E

12 potentially efficient solutions: no one size fits all. 
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What should be done?
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What Type of Scheme is it? Does sponsoring employer get a 
high level of VAT recovery?

Is the Scheme VAT registered? Is the amount of irrecoverable 
VAT incurred upon investment 
management fees significant?

Is all VAT incurred currently 
correctly charged?

Are contributions being made 
between sponsoring employer 
and Scheme?

Is corporation tax a relevant 
matter for sponsoring 
employer(s)?

Is the Scheme prepared to 
request changes to external 
agreements?

How are non-investment 
services procured?
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Steps I may need to take
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Understanding profile of costs 
incurred and options available 

VAT registration of scheme Amending contracts between 
service providers and 
schemes/employers

Entering new contracts 
between schemes and 
employers 

Updating partial exemption 
methods/agreeing new 
methods 

Reviewing accounting systems 
and making amendments 
as needed 

Communicating with 
stakeholders

Starting to complete VAT 
returns for pension schemes 

Understanding direct tax 
implications of proposed steps 
and new transaction chain
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VAT and investment strategy
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Supplier

Supplier

Property

Pooled funds

Private equity 
investments

Pension 
scheme

Discretionary 
investment 
management

Execution 
only services

Charging into 
funds/charges 
to scheme

Pooled 
investments/
direct 
investments/
property 
companies

Onshore/
offshore funds

Insurer or 
non-insurer

UK supplier 
or non-UK 
supplier

Captive 
investment 
manager
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Liability changes
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Defined contribution RCB3 (2017)

• HMRC guidance 

• Practical experience 

• Insurance changes

• Subsequent narrowing of scope for exemption 

• Awaiting final confirmation of what is affected

• Effective 1 April 2019

Netherlands United Biscuits

• Communications between Dutch Pension Funds and 
European Commission.

• Potential to affect the treatment of pension fund managers 
more widely.

• Case heard October 2017

• Judgment handed down in favour of HMRC (no exemption)

• Appeal to be sought by claimants

• Protective claims
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US filing requirements and US tax refunds
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Funds that have taxable income or losses effectively connected with a US trade or business (ECTI/ECTL) are required to 
file US tax returns.

January 2018Pension funds tax

Claiming treaty benefits on certain types of income to 
recover tax withheld on Form 1042-S

Avoid late filing penalties and interest

Offsetting ECTI and ECTL from different investments to 
recover tax withheld on Form 8805

Benefits for filing
US Tax returns
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Recent US tax reform
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The recently passed Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 represents the largest overhaul of the US tax code since 1986.

Applicable items of note:

January 2018Pension funds tax

Reduction in corporate tax rate to 21% Reduction in top trust tax rate to 37%

Sale of a partnership interest that is engaged in a US 
trade or business confirmed to be treated as ECI

Withholding taxes reduced on certain amounts subject 
to FIRPTA

1 2

43
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FIRPTA regulations
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Withholding requirements for direct/indirect distributions from US Real Property Interests (FIRPTA) or Real Estate 
Investment Trusts (REIT) for Qualified Foreign Pension Funds (QFPF).

January 2018Pension funds tax

Five prong test to determine QFPF status1

Documentation required to be provided to 
withholding agents needed to establish 
QFPF status

2

Gains and losses associated with distributions 
are still ECI and thus taxable amounts3
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US state filings
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Funds that have taxable income or losses effectively connected with a US trade or business (ECTI/ECTL) are likely to have 
US state filing requirements.

January 2018Pension funds tax

Common US State concerns

US States are increasingly 
aggressive in assessing 
penalties and interest on
non-compliant entities

Required withholding 
obligations of investments does 
not cover full tax liability of 
funds in certain states

Analysis to determine the 
burden and cost of filing in 
numerous states due to 
immaterial amounts of income
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Examples of US tax considerations that can arise
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Example structure

UK beneficiaries

Scheme

Foreign Corporation 
(U.K. LLP/TBD)

US LP (US)

Onshore 
Fund

Onshore 
Fund

Onshore 
Fund

U.S. Real 
Estate

U.S. Publicly 
Traded 

Investments

U.S. Private 
Equity 

Investments

United States

Form of entity

Consider choice of jurisdiction of the foreign corporation 
for US tax purposes, e.g. UK LLP or other type of entity 
that is exempt from UK corporate tax.

US considerations

Key advantage of structure

Foreign corporation serves as blocker to non-US investors 
preventing the Scheme:

• From being subject to tax directly on income generated 
from underlying investments;

• From being directly engaged in a US trade or business 
(USTB) in the US if US LP is so engaged;

• Filing which will be done at the level of the foreign 
corporation (if any).

Ability to obtain benefits of reduced interest and dividend 
withholding tax rates under the US-UK income tax treaty.

Key tax considerations

Gain from sale of US real estate (i.e. FIRPTA) and 
rental income generally considered US source income 
possibly resulting in ECI and subject to US tax and 
filing requirements.

Qualified Foreign Pension Fund (QFPF) regime may allow 
for exemption from FIRPTA.

Foreign corporations generally taxed on a gross basis on 
their non-ECI, and on a net basis on their ECI (return 
filing requirement).

Withholding tax considerations on interest payments and 
dividend distributions.

Form of entity

Provide guidance on jurisdiction and type of foreign 
corporation used for the structure taking into consideration 
type of income for UK investors (e.g. operating income vs. 
trading income).

Analysis of proposed structure in line with recent BEPS 
developments on reverse hybrid entity structures.

Approach

Key advantage of structure

For non-real estate investment, consider whether the US 
activities can give rise to a USTB and whether any exemption 
could apply (e.g. Security Trading Safe Harbor).

Consider interaction of Section 894(c) and US-UK income 
tax treaty.

Consider direct investment depending on access to treaty 
benefits, filing obligations, and other considerations 
(to be discussed). 

Key tax considerations

Consider Pros and Cons of using a US LP.

Analyse QFPF regime (FIRPTA).

For rental income, consider whether it is beneficial for the 
foreign corporation to elect to net basis regime and allow to 
offset (or reduce) rental income with related expenses.

Consider ability to reduce branch profit tax (BPT) under the 
US-UK income tax treaty if income is considered or treated 
as ECI. 

Consider US filing obligations.
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Brexit
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In the event that they are not making 
claims for EU withholding taxes 
suffered already, Schemes should 
review their portfolios and consider 
making claims for the repayment of 
foreign withholding and capital 
gains taxes.

Similarly in relation to VAT, where 
there are claims based upon 
European law which can be made, 
pension schemes should ensure 
that their position is protected.

Given Brexit, actively monitor the 
position in respect of EU claims and 
make any that are commercially 
sound and to which they are entitled.

1 2 3
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Increased scrutiny, controls and disclosure requirements of 
tax authorities
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Introduce controls and training 
to ensure that tax avoidance is 
not promoted.

Ensure that you are able to provide 
the correct information about your 
scheme and its investors to the 
relevant tax authorities (FATCA, 
CRS, Making tax digital).

Check-in with fund and investment 
providers to ensure that that you 
understand their tax strategy and are 
comfortable that it is both neutral 
and is not likely to be subjected to a 
tax authority challenge such that 
scheme returns could be impacted. 

1 2 3
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Deficit management by reducing erroneous tax leakage
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Reviews of Scheme access to tax 
treaty rates of withholding tax and 
lobby if need be for change. Such 
reviews should be ongoing to ensure 
that returns are ‘future proofed’ 
against potentially adverse 
government actions.

Schemes should consider options to 
immediately reduce VAT leakage, 
and continue to monitor 
opportunities to further improve 
their VAT position as we move 
through 2017.

Before investing into new 
investments, Schemes should 
consider undertaking due diligence 
in order to ensure that returns 
should not be impacted by poor tax 
planning or tax authority challenge. 

1 2 3
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With you today
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